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PREFACE

Dear customer,

This Operating Manual is intended to help you make the fullest use of the extensive range of functions 
offered by your new cable receiver.

We have tried to make the operating instructions as easy as possible to understand, and to keep them as 
concise as possible.

If you will not be using your receiver for an extended period, you should use the power switch to disconnect 
it from the power supply to save energy. For shorter breaks, you can use the remote control to switch the 
receiver to standby, which uses only a minimal amount of energy.

We wish you good reception and much pleasure using your new DVB C receiver.

Your 

KATHREIN team

The receivers UFC 762si and UFC 762sw are suitable for the reception of digital cable TV and radio 
channels.

The decoding systems for Conax and Cryptoworks are already integrated. In addition one Common Interface 
for a CA module is provided for decoding additional Pay-TV channels.

Despite their small size, these receivers have a comprehensive range of features, such as electrical and 
optical audio output for Dolby Digital (AC 3), Teletext with memory for 800 pages, and a 16-character 
alphanumeric display for showing the channel names.

- UFC 712si (silver) and UFC 712sw (black)
- Remote control RC 662
- Scart cable
- 2 Batteries AAA 1.5 V
- Power supply cable
- Operating Manual
- Safety Instructions

PRODUCT PACKAGE

RECEIVER FEATURES
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The channels available are subject to continual change in the cable network. Accordingly it is necessary 
to update the channel presets when changes are made. The information for this reset can be found on the 
Internet or in relevant magazines.

Your receiver is factory fi tted with the latest software version. We are, however, constantly working 
on adapting the software to the wishes of our customers and to developments in technology. The 
“Software Update” section provides more information on this.

Please keep the original packaging in case you need to return the product at any time.

In order to disconnect the UFC 762 from the mains completely, the mains plug must be 
unplugged from the wall socket! Therefore place the UFC 762 near to a wall socket and 
make sure the socket is accessible, so that at any time (e.g. during a thunderstorm or 
during a long absence) you can disconnect the receiver from the mains.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Electronic equipment is not domestic waste - in accordance with directive 2002/96/EC OF 
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL dated 27th January 2003 concerning 
used electrical and electronic appliances, it must be disposed of properly.
At the end of its service life, take this receiver for disposal at a designated public collection 
point.

Used batteries are special waste.
Do not throw spent batteries into your domestic waste; take them to a collection point for used 
batteries.

DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS

REFERENCE NOTE ON AUDIO MPEG INC. AND S.I.SV.EL, S.P.A:
This device employs legally protected technologies which are protected by patents in the USA as well as by 
intangible property laws in other countries. 
Audio MPEG Inc. and Societa‘ Italiana per lo sviluppo dell‘elettronica, S.I.SV.EL, S.P.A, have granted 
KATHREIN-Werke KG rights of use which are subject to certain restrictions. These restrictions must also be 
observed by you as a customer. 
According to these, this device is only to be used by end customers for private, non-commercial purposes 
and for licensed content. Use for commercial purposes is not authorised. Utilisation of products or procedures 
sold or used with this device are not comprehended. With reference to licensed technologies, application of 
reversible procedures as well as dismantling of the device are both not permitted.
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CONNECTION AND SET-UP

The following section is intended specifi cally for specialist dealers. You need not refer to this section 
unless you are carrying out the installation yourself. The “Connection Example” section provides a 
sample confi guration.
Do not connect the receiver to the mains until all installation work has been properly carried out. Refer also 
to the information in the “Safety Instructions” section.

CONNECTING THE RECEIVER

Connect the RF input of the receiver to the antenna socket.
Use a coaxial cable with a standard IEC connector. If the IEC connector is not yet fi tted to the cable, strip the 
insulation from the cable as shown in the following illustration and carefully fi t the connector on to the end of 
the cable so that it is securely fi tted.

RF(HF) CONNECTION

TV CONNECTION

Connect the cable receiver (TV Scart socket) to the TV set using a Scart cable. If your TV has a stereo 
feature, you can receive the sound in stereo via the Scart connection. Connect the cable receiver to the 
video/DVD recorder using a Scart cable.

INSERTING BATTERIES INTO THE REMOTE CONTROL

Remove the cover on the rear of the remote control.
Insert the two batteries supplied into the remote control. Ensure correct polarity of the batteries; the + and 
– markings are indicated inside the battery compartment. Slide the cover back into the housing until it locks 
into place.

When fi tting the connector, make sure that no wires from the braiding are touching the 
inner conductor, otherwise a short circuit will occur.
The quality of the reception signal depends on this connection!

Lengthwise slits (3×)        Bend back                         Screw together
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CONTROLS, DISPLAYS AND CONNECTIONS

This section provides a brief description of all the controls, displays and connections. 

Front panel controls and displays

1. On/Off switch
2. Display (cover folded down)
3. Common Interface and Smartcard 

reader for accepting a CA module 
and for Pay-TV cards *)

4. Ejection button for the CA module

In addition there are three further 
buttons on the front of the display

- TV/R button for switching between
TV and radio mode

- Channel select buttons (▼▲)

Rear panel controls and displays

1. RF(HF) loop-through output
2. RF(HF) input
3. Audio outputs (L/R) cinch sockets
4. Video output (composite colour)
5. Electrical data stream output (SPDIF/

Sony Philips Digital Interface Format) 
for Dolby Digital AC 3 audio

6. Optical data stream output (SPDIF/
Sony Philips Digital Interface Format) 
for Dolby Digital AC 3 audio

7. Scart socket for TV connection
8. Scart socket for VCR-/AUX connection
9. RJ 11 data interface
10. Mains power cable

*) CA module and Pay-TV cards (Smartcards) are not included

VIEW OF FRONT PANEL (FLAP FOLDED DOWN)

VIEW OF REAR PANEL
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REMOTE CONTROL

REMOTE CONTROL FUNCTION BUTTONS

 (Red)
Select a channel 

list in channel lists 
management

(cursor buttons)
Switch the

channel and/or 
navigate the menus

Mute 
on/off

 (Yellow)
Open options menu 

 ... 
For entering channel

numbers or menu 
parameters

Select Teletext

OFF mode
(Stand-by)

Select main menu

(EXIT)
Close menus and 

sub-menus

Channel 
information

 from the current channel

Confi rm sub-menus 
and menu options, 
open channel list

 (Blue)
Switch between 

radio and TV mode
Volume

 (Green)
Select a channel list using 

the favourite lists 
management, select mono 

(left, right) and stereo

Channel selection

Currently not used

Currently not used

Currently not used

Open electronic 
programme guide

Currently not used

Currently not used

The button symbols presented here can also be found in the description of the operating steps.

Open the Timer menu
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FIRST INSTALLATION

First switch your TV set on and select the AV channel slot. Connect your receiver to the mains and switch it 
on using the power switch on the front of the receiver. The following display appears:

Press the  button to start the fi rst installation. The following display appears:

Before using your receiver for the fi rst time, read the “Safety Instructions” and 
“Connection and Set-up” sections.

The “Connection Examples” section provides a sample confi guration.

Do not connect the receiver to the power supply until all installation work has been 
properly carried out.

The guidance given in the “First Installation” section assumes that the receiver 
has been properly connected as per the “Safety Instructions” and “Connection and 
Set-Up” sections.
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FIRST INSTALLATION

Press the  buttons to select the desired country. Press the  buttons to access the “Screen 

Format” line. Use the  buttons to set the screen format for your TV set. Refer to the user guide / 
operating instructions for your TV set.

Press the  buttons in the “TV Output Format” line. Use the  buttons to select the signal that 
your TV set can process.

Press the  buttons to access the “Network search” line.

Use the  buttons to select the desired menu language. Pressing the  button loads the desired 
menu language and calls up the next menu:
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If you do not know the frequencies used by your 

cable network operator, use the  button to select 
the lowest frequency permitted by the receiver for 

starting the search (keep the  button pressed 

until the  button is no longer shown in the start 
frequency line).

Press the  buttons to access the next line.

Press the  button to select the highest permitted 

by the receiver for ending the search (keep the  

button pressed until the  button is no longer 
shown in the end frequency line).

FIRST INSTALLATION

Use the  buttons to select whether the network search should be “On” or “Off”. If the network search 
is set to “On” you will be shown the “Manual Search” in the next display. You should use this if your cable 
network operator has advised you of the frequency that can be searched.
If you do not know the frequency or frequencies to be searched, set the network search to “Off”. You will 

then be shown the “Automatic Search”. Press the  buttons to access the line “Sorting”. Use the  
buttons to specify how the channels should be sorted in the channel list. You have the following options: 
“A to Z”, “Z to A”, by “Provider”, “Service ID” or “None”.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. Press the  button to go to the next menu:

Network search “Off” Network search “On”

Note: The frequencies, symbol rates and modulation settings used, and the channels available, 
may be different for different cable network operators. So as to keep the search time as short 
as possible, you can ask your cable network provider in advance for information on which 
channels are transmitted on which frequencies with which symbol rates and with which sort of 
modulation, and then set up the search accordingly.

If you know your cable network provider’s 

frequency, use the  buttons to set the 
desired start frequency for the search.

Press the  buttons to access the next line.
If necessary you can input the frequency again at 
this point, using the numeric pad buttons.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. 
If necessary you can input the symbol rate again 
at this point, using the numeric pad buttons on the 
remote control.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. 
If necessary you can set the type of modulation at 

this point, using the  buttons.
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Press the  buttons to access the next line. 
If necessary you can add another symbol rate for 
the search for channels in addition to the usual 
one (shown in grey). You can use the numeric pad 
on the remote control to do this.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. 

If necessary you can use the  buttons to 
change the network search settings again.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. 

Use the  buttons to perform the settings for 
the channels to search for. You can select from 
“All”, “Only encrypted” and “Only free to air”.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. 

Pressing the  button starts the search for 
channels.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. 

If necessary you can use the  buttons to 
change the network search settings again.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. 

Use the  buttons to perform the settings for 
the channels to search for. You can select from 
“All”, “Only encrypted” and “Only free to air”.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. 

Pressing the  button starts the search for 
channels.

The following display appears (example):
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FIRST INSTALLATION

After completion of the search, you will see the following message (example):

If it happens that not all the channels available on the cable network are found, you can set the  

buttons to “Yes” and start searching again by pressing the  button. Normally however this will not fi nd 
any further channels.

At the same time press the  button.

Pressing the  button confi rms and loads the channels that were found into the channel list. The following 
display appears:

The following display appears:
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FIRST INSTALLATION

Press the  button to confi rm. The fi rst installation is now complete and your settings will be saved. The 
receiver will automatically return to the TV picture.
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USING THE REMOTE CONTROL

Press the  button to confi rm settings in the menus or to open sub-menus. Change the settings line by 

line and press the  button to save your changes. Press the  button to quit the menu or to switch from 
a sub-menu to the next higher menu level.

Use the  buttons to navigate through the menus. Use the  buttons to edit the individual fi elds. 
You can also key in values in the fi elds using the numeric pad.

The coloured buttons are used for the functions within the various sub-menus. These functions are displayed 
on-screen for the respective menus. In each menu a line is displayed at the bottom of the screen explaining 
the various functions available.

OPERATION

CHANNEL SELECTION (TV AND RADIO)

You can select the channels directly in the order in which they are saved using the  buttons. You can only 
select between the channels in the currently selected channel list or favourite channel list. 

Press the  button (blue) to switch between TV and radio channels.

When you fi rst select an encrypted channel the receiver will display a screen requesting that you 
set up a Maturity Rating. Setting up the Maturity Rating is described in the “Conditional Access 
(Common Interface)” and “Setting up the Maturity Rating” chapters. If you do not set up a Maturity 
Rating, you will see this notice again when next you select an encrypted channel.

SELECTING A CHANNEL FROM THE CHANNELS LIST / FAVOURITES LIST

Open the currently selected channel list by pressing the  button. The following display appears 
(example):

Press the  button (blue) to switch 
between the TV and radio channel lists.

Press the  button (red) to switch 
between the existing favourites lists and 
the channels list. Empty favourites lists 
are not displayed. 

Use the  buttons to select 
the desired channel and then press the 

 button twice.
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OPERATION

BANNER

Channel selected from 
... (e.g. 1 = fi rst favourite list)

Channel 
position

Channel 
name

Current 
time

When switching to a different channel or at the start of a new program the following information is displayed 
on the screen:

Press the  button to obtain additional information about the next programme. Press the  button to obtain 

additional information about the current programme. Press the  button to exit the additional information.

Available sound 

options. Press the  
button (yellow) to call 
up the sound options.

To call up available programme 

information press the  buttonCurrent and next programmes 
with start and end times
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OPERATION

VIDEOTEXT (TELETEXT)

Press the  button to open Teletext. When Teletext is called up for the fi rst time you will be asked whether 
you wish in future to call up Teletext using the receiver remote control or as previously using the TV set 

remote control (see screen shot below). Use the  buttons to select the desired variant and press the 

 button to confi rm.

When using Teletext via the receiver remote control:

You can open the required Teletext page using the number pad.

You can scroll back and forward using the  buttons. Pressing the  button again renders the Teletext 
display transparent.

To exit Teletext press the  button.
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OPERATION

ELECTRONIC PROGRAMME GUIDE (EPG)

Press the  button to open the electronic programme guide. The following display appears (example):

Weekdays

Pressing the (
button, blue) sets 
up the timer for the 
selected programme

Current date and time

Shows, if available, additional 
information on the selected 

programme (  button)

List of the current programmes with 
data on their start times and names

Shows all programmes for the 

afternoon (  button green) / morning

(  button red)

Channel location and name 
(change channel by pressing 

the  buttons)

Press the  button (red) to obtain the programmes for the morning, press the  button (green) to obtain 

the programmes for the afternoon, and press the  button (yellow) to obtain all the programmes for the 
evening.

Use the  buttons to select the desired channel and use the  buttons to select the desired programme. 

Use the  buttons to switch between the displayed days of the week. The selected day of the week and 
the selected programme are each indicated by an orange bar. The EPG shows you, provided the information 
is available, the current programmes on each channel.

SORT ORDER

INFO (ADDITIONAL PROGRAMME INFORMATION)

Press the  button to obtain additional information on the selected programme (if available). The following 
display appears (example):

Shows all programmes for 

the evening (  button, 
yellow)
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OPERATION

Press the  buttons to page through the additional information (if there is more than one page). Use the 

 buttons to obtain additional information on the next programmes and press the  button to exit the 
additional information again.

The receiver offers you the facility to use the  (blue) button to load a programme directly from the EPG into 

the timer. Use the  buttons to select the desired programme. An orange bar is placed behind 

the selected programme. Now press the  (blue) button to load the selected programme into the timer. The 
following display appears (example):

TIMER PROGRAMMING FROM EPG

The receiver asks once again whether a timer should be programmed for the selected programme. Use the 

 buttons (Yes/No) and start the selection by pressing the  button.
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Further information an creating and editing (changing/deleting) timers can be found in the “Timer” 
chapter.

OPERATION

Press the  (yellow) button to display the audio and subtitle information (TV or radio) transmitted with the 

programme being received. Select the desired option using the  buttons and load it by pressing the 

 button. Press the  button to return to the TV picture. Press the  (green) button to allow selection of 
mono left, mono right, mono and stereo directly on the TV screen.

AUDIO

The receiver copies the data available from the EPG directly to the information for programming the timer. 

You must program your external recorder identically to the receiver!
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COMMON INTERFACE

Always follow the operating instructions from your Pay-TV provider and the instructions 
supplied with the Smartcard and the CA module!

Smartcards and CA modules are not included with this product!

The cards and modules are issued by the respective Pay-TV providers, and contain the 
subscriber data and details of the channels for which the subscriber has paid. These 
channels are always encrypted.
Contact the Pay-TV provider if you are interested in subscribing to a particular Pay-TV 
channel.

You are responsible for the use of the Smartcard in the CA!

The Smartcard sold by the Pay-TV provider, specifi c to a particular encryption 
technology, is inserted into the CA module.

Store your card and PIN code securely when not in use!

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The Common Interface (CI)  of the UFC 762si/sw can accept one CA (Conditional Access) module. The 
CI slot is under the display at the right of the front panel.

The CA module  draws in the Smartcard  (chip contacts pointing upwards and towards socket strip) 

which it then inserts into the CI slot .
Insert the Smartcard into the CA module without excessive force. This also applies to inserting the CA 
module into the CI slot.Do not use excessive force, and follow the instructions supplied with the Smartcard 
and the CA module.

To remove the module, press the relevant eject button .

INSERTING THE SMARTCARD AND THE CA MODULE

INSERTING THE CA MODULE INTO THE CI

The Smartcard is inserted into the Smartcard reader (Cryptoworks embedded)  in exactly the same way 
as into the CA module, except that in this case the chip contacts point downwards.

INSERTING THE SMARTCARD INTO THE SMARTCARD READER
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MAIN MENU

Press the  button to open the main menu. The following display appears:

Seven sub-menus are available, as detailed below:

1)  Box Settings
 Various facilities are available for setting the picture, the language, the menu and for resetting to the 

factory settings

2) Search for Channels
 Automatic, Extended and Manual Searches

3) Sort Channels
 Organisation of the favourites lists (adding channels to and removing channels from the favourites lists, 

sorting the favourites lists)

4) Technical Information
 Programme and system information

5) Timer
 Setting and changing the timer

6) Security
 Locking the receiver, locking menus, maturity rating, changing the receiver PIN

7) Conditional Access
 Smartcard reader and Common Interface

Use the  buttons to select the desired sub-menu and press the  button to open the menu.

To quit the menu and save the changes, press the  button.
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BOX SETTINGS

Five submenus are available, as detailed below:

1) Video Settings
 Specifying the video settings

2) Language Settings
 Setting the menu, subtitle and audio language

3) Menu Settings
 Specifying various menu settings

4) Miscellaneous Settings
 Time Zone Adjustment, the audio output format, the automatic output of Dolby Digital, the audio delay 

(if used) and the sorting of the channel list

5) Restore Factory Settings
 Restore Factory Settings

Use the  buttons to select the desired sub-menu and press the  button to open the menu.

To quit the menu and save the changes, press the  button.
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BOX SETTINGS

VIDEO AND AUDIO SETTINGS

Screen Format:
Select your TV's format here. Either 4:3 (letterbox 14:9), 4:3 (letterbox 16:9), 4:3 (Pan & Scan/CCO) or 
16:9/wide-screen TV

Picture Scaling:
Here select how the receiver should display a picture which does not match its pre-set format.
For screen format 4:3: Either “Letterbox 14:9”, “Letterbox 16:9”, or “Pan & Scan/CCO”For screen format 16:9 
/ wide-screen TV: Either “Stretched”, “Zoom” or “Pillarbox”

TV Output Format:
Select the type of video signal that should be present at the TV Scart socket. Select the signal that your TV 
set can process.

Refer to the operating instructions for your television set!

You can choose from the following settings: RGB (Red/Green/Blue signal), S-video (luminance/chrominance) 
and CVBS (Colour Video Baseband Signal)

VCR Output Format:
Select the type of video signal that should be present at the VCR Scart socket. Select the signal that your 
external recorder can process. Available options: S-video and CVBS

Refer to the operating instructions for your recorder!

AFD Automatic:
This function corrects the screen format automatically if the broadcast screen format varies from that 
displayed

Teletext:
You can select whether the Teletext is controlled by the TV remote control (external, Teletext signal is 
processed by the TV set) or by the receiver remote control (internal, Teletext signal is processed by the 
receiver).

Also pay attention to the 
bars at the bottom of the on-
screen display! These provide 
information on what to do next.

Use the  buttons to select the 
line you want to change. Use 

the  buttons to make the 
changes.
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BOX SETTINGS

LANGUAGE SETTINGS

Use the  buttons to select the line you want to change. Use the  buttons to make the changes.

Menu Language:
Select the required menu language. Available options: German, English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Italian, Turkish, Polish, Czech and Russian.

(First) audio language and second audio language:
Select here the required audio languages. Available options: German, English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Italian, Turkish, Polish, Czech, Russian, Swedish, Finnish, Danish, Norwegian, Dutch, Slovakian, Catalan, 
Basque, Greek, Icelandic, Welsh and Gaelic.

(First) subtitle language and second subtitle language:
Select here the required subtitle language. Available options: German, English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Italian, Turkish, Polish, Czech, Russian, Swedish, Finnish, Danish, Norwegian, Dutch, Slovakian, Catalan, 
Basque, Greek, Icelandic, Welsh and Gaelic.

Subtitles Automatic:
Here you can set whether subtitles are displayed automatically or not.

To quit the menu and save the changes, press the  button.

Also pay attention to the bars 
at the bottom of the on-screen 
display! These provide information 
on what to do next.

Restore Default Settings:
Here you can restore the default settings for picture and sound

To quit the menu and save the changes, press the  button.
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BOX SETTINGS

MENU SETTINGS

Use the  buttons to select the line you want to change. Use the  buttons to make the changes.

Info Banner Duration:
Here you can set the following banner display times: “Permanent”, “None” and then in 1-second steps up to 
15 seconds.

Info Banner Automatic:
Here you can set whether the info banner is automatically displayed at the start of a broadcast or not.

Menu Language:
Here you can set the following menu languages: German, English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, 
Turkish, Polish and Czech.

To quit the menu and save the changes, press the  button.

Also pay attention to the bars 
at the bottom of the on-screen 
display! These provide information 
on what to do next.
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BOX SETTINGS

MISCELLANEOUS SETTINGS

Use the  buttons to select the line you want to change. Use the  buttons to make the changes.

Time Zone Adjustment:
Here you can set whether the time zone is set automatically or manually.

Time Zone (GMT):
Here you can manually set the time zone (available only if “Time Zone Adjustment” is set to “manual”).

Summer Time / DST:
This menu item switches summer time on and off (available only if “Time Zone Adjustment” is set to 
“manual”).

Audio Format:
Select the standard audio output format here. You have the choice between “Mono (from the right channel)”, 
“Mono (from the left channel)”, “Mono (total)” and “Stereo”. These audio operating modes “Mono from the left 
channel” etc. are important if you wish to hear two different languages for the TV programme simultaneously 
(DUAL operating mode).

Dolby Digital Automatic:
Here you can select whether the receiver should automatically deliver Dolby Digital sound (when broadcast) 
to the Dolby Digital output.

Audio Delay:
Here you can select whether the sound should be output with a delay of (100/200/300/400 or 500 milliseconds). 
You can use this in the event that the sound and picture are not output synchronously at the TV set. If no 
delay is required, set the delay to “None”.

Sorting:
Here you can specify the sorting of the channel lists. You can select from “Channel providers” (such as ARD), 

“A to Z” (alphabetic) or “None”. To quit the menu and save the changes, press the  button.

Also pay attention to the bars 
at the bottom of the on-screen 
display! These provide information 
on what to do next.
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BOX SETTINGS

RESTORE FACTORY SETTINGS

Here you can restore all the settings to the pre-programmed factory settings.

All your personal preferences (favourites lists, channel sorting, etc.) will be 
deleted!

Use the  buttons to change to “Yes” and confi rm the restore by pressing the  button.
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SEARCH FOR CHANNELS

Select the search you want using the  buttons and call up the desired sub-menu by pressing the  
button. You can choose between:

Automatic Search:
Here you can initiate a search over the preset broadcasting frequencies for the receiver or over the range of 
frequencies that you select.

Extended Channel Search:
Here you can initiate a search over all the broadcasting frequencies that can be received by your receiver.

Manual Search:
Here you have several setting options for initiating a selective search.
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AUTOMATIC SEARCH

SEARCH FOR CHANNELS

The frequencies and 
symbol rates, and the 
channels available, 
may be different for 

different cable network operators. 
So as to keep the search time as 
short as possible, you can ask 
your cable network provider in 
advance for information on which 
programmes are transmitted on 
which frequencies and channels 
and with which symbol rates, 
and then set up the search 
accordingly.

Use the  buttons to select the start frequency for the search.

Press the  buttons to access the next line.

Use the  buttons to select the end frequency for the search.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. If necessary you can input further symbol rates at this point, 
using the numeric pad buttons on the remote control.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. Use the  buttons to perform the settings for the 
channels to search for. You can select from “All”, “Only encrypted” and “Only free to air”.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. Press the  button to start scanning for channels.
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After completion of the search, you will see the following message (example):

SEARCH FOR CHANNELS

If it happens that not all the channels available on the cable network are found, you can set the  

buttons to “Yes” and start searching again by pressing the  button. Normally however this will not fi nd 
any further channels.

At the same time press the  button.

Use the  buttons to select whether you wish to add new channels to the old ones, to replace the old

channel list or to discard the new channels. Press the  button to confi rm your selection. Press the  
button to exit the menu and return to the TV picture.
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EXTENDED CHANNEL SEARCH

SEARCH FOR CHANNELS

The pre-setting in this search is automatically set to the lowest start frequency and the highest end frequency 
available in the receiver. This ensures that all frequencies that the receiver is capable of receiving are 
searched for available channels.

You can however use the  buttons at any time to set the properties of the search. Use the  
buttons to select the lines to be edited.

If you require additional symbol rates you can use the numeric pad to add these in the line “Add symbol 
rates”.

You can furthermore use the “Channels to search for” line to select whether “All” channels (free to air and 
encrypted) should be searched, or “Only encrypted” or “Only free to air” channels.

Press the  buttons to access the last line. Pressing the  button starts the “Search for Channels”.

The rest of the procedure (and displays) is identical to the automatic search.
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MANUAL SEARCH

SEARCH FOR CHANNELS

Use the  buttons to select the transmission channel (with transmission frequencies) that is to be 

searched. Press the  buttons to access the next line. If the displayed transmission frequency does not 

match your data, you can use the numeric pad to enter it here manually. Press the  buttons to access 
the next line. If the displayed symbol rate does not match your data, you can also use the numeric pad to 

enter it here manually. Press the  buttons to access the next line. If the displayed modulation does not 

match your data, you can use the  buttons to enter it here manually.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. If the displayed modulation does not match your data, you 

can use the  buttons to enter it here manually.

Press the  buttons to access the “Network search” line. Use the  buttons to select whether the 
network search should be “On” or “Off”. If the network search is “On”, the networking between individual 
cable transponders is used to fi nd new cable transponders that have not yet been saved. These too are then 
searched for new channels.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. Use the  buttons to perform the settings for the 
channels to search for. You can select from “All”, “Only encrypted” and “Only free to air”.

Press the  buttons to access the next line. Pressing the  button starts the “Search for Channels”.

The rest of the procedure (and displays) is identical to the automatic search.

So as to perform a 
targeted search for 
specifi c channels, 
the data must appear 

in the four lines frequency to 
modulation.
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SORT CHANNELS

Pressing the  (blue) button toggles between the TV and radio favourites lists. Changes are executed in the 

same way in both sets of lists. Use the  buttons and the  button to call up the desired favourites list 
to which you wish to add channels or from which you wish to delete channels.

Before you start to assign channels to favourites lists you can fi lter the existing channels using certain 

criteria. Press the  (yellow) button to go to the “Filter channels” menu:

Four favourites lists for TV and four for radio are available to you for sorting the channels within the 
channel lists. You can make up each favourites list with any channels you like. TV and radio channels 
cannot however be mixed within a single favourites list!
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SORT CHANNELS

Use the  buttons here to select the lines to be edited and use the  buttons to perform the 
settings. You have the following selection options:

Channels: “All”, “Only free to air” or “Only encrypted”
Filter by:  “No other fi lters”, “Network” (e.g. cable, Germany) or “Providers” (e.g. ARD) 
Network (available only if “Network” selected under the item “Filter by”): e.g. Cable Germany
Sorting:   “Number” (numbering from the channel list), “A-Z” or “Z-A”

After you have made all the settings, use the  buttons to go to the “OK” line and press the  button. 
Your sorting for assigning channels from the channel list to the favourites list will be loaded. The following 
display appears (example):

Sorting by network with selection 
of cable, Germany

The following display appears:
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Use the  buttons to identify the desired channel in the channel list that you wish to load into the 

favourites list. Press the  button and the channel will be added to the favourites list. A channel that is 
included in any of the four favourites lists is marked in the channel list with a “*”.

SORT CHANNELS

Use the  buttons to switch between the channel list and the favourites list. You have the options of 
deleting individual channels from the favourites list, deleting all channels from the favourites list and moving 
individual channels around within the favourites list.

Deleting a channel:

Use the  buttons to select the channel you wish to delete and press the  (red) button. The channel 
immediately disappears from the favourites list; no confi rmation message is issued.

Deleting All Channels:

Pressing the  (yellow) button immediately deletes all channel from the favourites list; no confi rmation 
message is issued.

Moving channels:

Use the  buttons to select the channels that you wish to move. Pressing the  highlights the channel 

name. Now use the  buttons to select a new position for the channel and once again press the  
button.

When you have fi nished editing the favourites list, press the  button. Use the  buttons in the screen 
that is displayed to select whether you wish to save the changes (selection “Yes”) or not save the changes 
(selection “No”) or whether you wish to cancel the session (selection “Cancel”). Confi rm your selection with 

the  button. You can now repeat this procedure for other favourites lists or by repeatedly pressing the  
button return to the TV picture.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Use the  buttons and the  button to select the desired menu.

Channel Information:
Here you can view the following channel information: frequency, parameters, network, provider, service ID, 
Teletext PID, audio and video PID, signal strength and signal quality.

System Information:
Here the following information is provided: hardware version, system key, MAC address, product, software 
version, update software and operating hours.
In addition this submenu offers the facility to perform software updates.

You cannot change or delete any data here. This menu is merely for viewing the reception data for the 
currently selected channel.

CHANNEL INFORMATION
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Press the  button to confi rm the start of a search for new available software or press the  button to 
cancel the session. The following display appears:

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

In the following information window, use the  buttons to select “Yes” and start the update by pressing 

the  button.
The receiver will now automatically search for new software. This process can take a few minutes. If no 
new updates are available, a message will be displayed accordingly and you can return to the TV picture by 

pressing the  button.
If new updates are available, follow the instructions displayed in the menu.

These items cannot be changed, 
they are merely to provide 
information about the current 
hardware and software versions.

Whether the new 
software is available 
in your cable network 
depends on the 

respective cable network provider! 

If the new software is not available 
in your cable network you can 
however update the receiver 
using the PC. For this please refer 
to the “Software Update via the
Internet” chapter.

SYSTEM INFORMATION AND SOFTWARE 
UPDATES VIA THE CABLE NETWORK
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MANUAL TIMER SETTING

TIMER

Press the  button to open the main menu. Use the  buttons to select the “Timer” menu and press 

the  button (calls up the time menu directly by means of the  (red dot) button on the TV screen). The 
following display appears (example):

Note: You must program 
your external recorder 
identically to the receiver.

 If timer recording is started 
in stand-by mode, the 
receiver switches back to 
stand-by when recording 
is fi nished.

Use the  buttons to select the next free timer slot. If you wish to record a radio transmission, press the 

  (blue) button to switch to the radio channel list. By pressing the  button on an empty timer slot you can 
set up a timer manually. 
The following display appears (example):
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TIMER

Use the  buttons to select the line you want to change. Make the changes using the  buttons 
and the numeric pad.

Station:

Set here the channel on which the program to be recorded will be broadcast. Pressing the  button brings 

up a display of the channel list. Use the  buttons and the  button to select the desired channel.

Date:
Set the date for the recording here.

Time:
Here set the start and end times of the recording.

Repeat:
Set the cycle for the recording here. The selections available are “Once Only”, “Daily”, “Weekly” and “Monday 

to Friday”. Once you have made all the settings, use the  buttons to select “OK” and confi rm the timer 

entries by pressing the  button. 

You can now program further timer events in the same way or press the  button to quit the Timer menu.

You can copy the data for the timer directly from the EPG (see “Operation” section, “Timer Programming 
From EPG”).

AUTOMATIC TIMER SETTING

To delete a timer event, use the  buttons to select the timer line to be deleted and then press the  

(red) button. Use the  buttons to select “Yes” to confi rm the deletion and press the  button.

DELETING A TIMER EVENT

To edit a timer event, use the  buttons to select the timer line to be edited and then press the  button. 

Use the  buttons to select the item to be changed. Make the changes using the  buttons and the 

numeric pad. Once you have made all the settings, use the  buttons to select “OK” and confi rm the 

timer entries by pressing the  button. 

EDITING A TIMER
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SECURITY

Press the  button to open the main menu. Select the “Security” menu using the  buttons and press 

the  button. Enter the receiver PIN (factory setting “0000”) and confi rm it by pressing the  button. The 
following display appears (see example below):

Use the  buttons to select the lines to be changed and use the  buttons to perform the settings. 

After you have made all the changes to the settings you can quit the menu again by pressing the  button 
(your setting will be loaded).

Receiver Lock:
If the receiver lock is set to “On”, when the receiver is switched on it will request input of the PIN.

Menu Lock:
If the menu lock is set to “On”, when the main menu is called up it will request input of the PIN.

Change PIN:

Press the  button – you will be requested to input the old PIN. Confi rm the input by pressing the  button. 

You must now input the new PIN and confi rm it by pressing the  button. For security you must input the 

new PIN a second time. Press the  button to acknowledge the displayed message. The receiver PIN has 
now been changed.
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CONDITIONAL ACCESS

Press the  button to open the main menu. Select the “Conditional Access” menu using the  buttons 

and press the  button. The following display appears:

Access to the Smartcard in the
Smartcard reader

Access to the CA module with a
Smartcard in the CI slot

Common Interface expert
settings

Only users familiar with the CI 
should make changes using this 
menu.

Press the  button to call up the menu. The following display appears: 

CONAX CA - SMARTCARD READER

Use the  buttons to select the desired menu, and press the  button to open it. The menus 
depend on the Smartcard that is used. Please follow the instructions and information displayed by the
receiver.

Access to the Smartcard reader
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Press the  button to call up the menu. The following display appears: 

CRYPTOWORKS CA - SMARTCARD IN THE SMARTCARD READER

Use the  buttons to select the desired menu, and press the  button to open it. The menus depend 
on the Smartcard that is used. Please follow the instructions and information displayed by the receiver.

CONDITIONAL ACCESS
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CONDITIONAL ACCESS

CHANGE MATURITY RATING

Use the  buttons to select the “Smartcard management” menu, and press the  button to open it. If 

requested, enter the Smartcard PIN and confi rm by pressing the  button. Enter the new Smartcard PIN 

and confi rm by pressing the  button. For security you must enter the new Smartcard PIN a second time 

and confi rm by pressing the  button. Press the  button to exit the menu.

Use the  buttons to select the “Change Maturity Rating” menu, and press the  button to open it.

Use the  buttons to select the desired minimum age. Press the  button to acknowledge loading your 
selection (often the Smartcard PIN will be requested after changing the maturity rating).

When you 
fi rst select an 
encrypted channel 
the receiver will 
display a screen 
requesting that 

you set up a Maturity Rating. If you 
do not set up any maturity rating, 
you will see this notice again 
when next you select an encrypted 
channel.
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CONDITIONAL ACCESS

This menu informs you which CA module is fi tted to your receiver and which Smartcard is present in the CI 

slot. Select the “CryptoWorks - Common” menu using the  buttons and press the  button to open 
it. You will then see the menu generated by the CA module.

The screenshots below depend on the specifi c module and card, and so are only intended as 
examples.

CRYPTOWORKS - COMMON (CA MODULE)

From this menu, your card and your PIN code allow you to access various channels from your Pay-TV 
provider.
“CryptoWorks” has been selected as an example here. The details can be different for each CA module. 
Always follow the instructions supplied by your Pay-TV provider.

Information for Conax, SECA, Viaccess and CryptoWorks users:
Note that with monthly activation intervals, the programme providers have different 
procedures for activating Pay-TV cards. Activation may therefore be a few days before or 
after the beginning of a new month. During this activation period, the CA module and card 
must be in the slot, and the receiver must be turned on a set to the booked Pay-TV channel.
Follow the instructions from the Pay-TV provider.
If your Pay-TV card is then still not enabled, we recommend you briefl y withdraw the CA 
module with the card out of the slot, with the receiver switched on, and then re-insert it.

This information has nothing to do with the properties of the receiver; it is merely 
intended to assist you.

The various items can be selected using the  buttons and called up using the  button. Press the 

 button to exit the menu.

Note: The module displays may 
be shown in English, 
even if you have selected 
German as the menu 
language, because the 
menu is generated directly 
by the module!
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CONDITIONAL ACCESS

CHANGE MATURITY RATING

The screenshots below depend on the specifi c module and card, and so are only intended as 
examples.

Many CAM modules request 
you to set up the maturity 
rating when you insert the 
Smartcard. If you do not set up 
any maturity rating, you will see 
this notice again when next you 
select an encrypted channel.

Use the  buttons to select the “Smartcard management” menu, and press the  button to open it. 
The following display appears (example):

In this case use the  buttons to select the “Modify maturity rating” menu. If requested, enter the 

Smartcard PIN and confi rm it by pressing the  button. The following display appears:

Use the  buttons to select the desired minimum age. Press the  button to acknowledge loading 
your selection:
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SOFTWARE UPDATE VIA INTERNET/SERVICE

SOFTWARE UPDATE VIA INTERNET

If there is a new software release for your DVB-C receiver you can download it from:

http://www.kathrein.de
under “Service/Software and Download/Receiver”

The website also provides information and tips on software updating via the receiver's RJ 11 data interface. 
The required cable (RJ 11 to RS 232) can be ordered from our service centre, ESC in Grassau, at the 
following address:

ESC Electronic Service
Chiemgau GmbH
Bahnhofstraße 108

83224 Grassau, Germany

Tel.:  +49 8641 9545-0
Fax:  +49 8641 9545-35 & 9545-36
e-mail:  service@esc-kathrein.de
Internet:  http://www.esc-kathrein.de

NOTE! Updating requires a PC and a software cable (RJ 11 to Sub-D 9-pin)!

Note: Factory settings must be restored following a successful software download.

If, despite reading this operating manual, you still have questions about getting started with the receiver or 
using it correctly, or if unexpected problems occur, please contact your specialist dealer.

SERVICE
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Reception of digital cable TV and radio channels

2,000 channel memory positions

16-character alphanumeric display with status icons for indication of channel names and transmission 
information

Conax and Cryptoworks decoding system embedded

Common Interface for one CA module ¹)

Integrated Smartcard reader ¹)

Electronic programme guide (EPG) with detailed information ²)

Suitable for software download via cable ³) and PC 

4 favourite channel lists

Automatic date and time generation via DVB data stream

On Screen Display (OSD) in 9 languages (D, GB, F, I, E, CZ, TR, PL, P)

8 timers; can also be programmed from the EPG

Language selection for multilingual broadcasts

Optical and electrical audio output for Dolby Digital data stream (AC 3)

Composite colour, Y/C and RGB signal output programmable via the Scart socket

Cinch sockets for AV signal

Videotext decoder with 800 page memory capacity and videotext generation

Automatic 4:3 and 16:9 format recognition (choice of viewing format)

Search for Channels

Power switch

An additional IR sensor can be connected

Compatible with the UFO®compact-processing system

Product package: Infrared remote control, batteries, operating manual, safety instructions, Scart cable, 
power supply cable

¹) CA module and Smartcards are not included with this product
²) Only displayed if this information is broadcast by the programme provider
³) Dependent on the cable network operator’s structure
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX

Type UFC 762si UFC 762sw
Order no./colour 20210101/silver 20210102/black

RF properties

Input frequency range MHz 47-862

Input level range dBµV

Demodulation: QAM 16, 32, 64, 128, 256

TV system, video

Modulation, FEC, demultiplexer DVB-C standard 

Video resolution CCIR 601 (720 x 576)

Input data rate MSymb/s 1.7-7, 15

Decoding MPEG-1 and 2 compatible

Bit rate MBit/s 1.5-15

Frequency range MHz 0.02-5

Output voltage V 1

S/N dB > 53

TV system, audio

Decoding MPEG-1 and 2, layer 1 and 2

Sampling rate kHz 32/44,1/48

Frequency range kHz 0.04-20

Voltage mV 770

S/N dB > 65

Memory

Flash-RAM/SDRAM MB 4/ 16

Processor clock speed MHz 150

Power supply

Power supply voltage V/Hz 230 (± 10 %)/50

Power consumption (power/standby) W 22/< 2

Connections

RF input/output IEC socket/pin

TV/VCR output 2 x Scart sockets

Video output Cinch socket

Audio output (analogue) 2 x Cinch sockets

Audio digital output (electrical) Cinch socket

Audio digital output (optical) Standard OWG (IEC 952)

Data interface RJ 11 socket

Common Interface/Encryption system 1/Conax, Cryptoworks integrated

General

Permissible ambient temperature °C +5 to +40

Dimensions (W x H x D) mm 280 x 49 x 190

Weight kg < 2

Preliminary data. Technical data subject to change.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX

Signal Pin no. TV VCR/AUX
Right audio output 1 X X
Right audio input 2 X
Left audio output 3 X X
Audio earth 4 X X
Blue earth 5 X X
Audio left input 6 X
Blue signal 7 X X
Switching voltage 8 X X
Green earth 9 X X
Data signal 10
Green signal 11 X X
Data signal 12
Red earth 13 X X
Data earth 14
Red signal (C) 15 X X
Blanking signal 16 X X
Video earth 17 X X
Blanking signal earth 18 X X
Video output (FBAS/Y) 19 X X
Video input 20 X
Connector shield 21 X X

The Scart sockets are switchable between VHS and S-VHS. The changeover is made by selecting 
“Main Menu”, “Settings”, “TV picture settings”.

VHS (RGB):  The red signal is connected to terminal 15, the composite colour output to terminal 19.
For S-VHS (C/Y):  The Y output is connected to pin 19, the C output to pin 15.

SCART SOCKET ASSIGNMENT

VHS/S-VHS SWITCHING
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CONNECTION EXAMPLE

Internet: http://www.kathrein.de 
KATHREIN-Werke KG • phone +49 8031 184-0 • Fax +49 8031 184-306
Anton-Kathrein-Straße 1 - 3 • P.O. Box 100 444 • 83004 Rosenheim GERMANY
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